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Riley was a fantastic wizard.
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She could paint pictures with her wand  
with a “Brushidy-Bee.”
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She could fly on her broom  
and perform aerial tricks  
with a “Dippity-Wee.”
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You see, Riley had type one diabetes. But as long 
as she stayed in her magical glucose range†, she 
was able to do all the magic she wanted.
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There was one problem, though.

If Riley’s glucose numbers went too high  
or too low out of her magic range, her  
spells would go out of control.
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One morning, Riley was in her magical fortress in the woods. 
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She was hosting an enchanting tea party with her favorite 
guests—there was Suzy the Salamander, Bearald the Bear, 

Patrick the Pony and even Winnie the Wombat!
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They were having a great time—sipping tea,  
drawing pictures, singing songs, and dancing  
about—but then things started to go awry.
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The guitar started to 
strum on its own  

without care.

Her guests started  
to break cups. 

The spoons 
flew in the air!
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“Please, spells! Stop acting so bad!”
But the magic didn’t listen.
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Suzy jumped 
on the table.

Riley was bopped 
with a ball. 

The magic was unstable!

The crayons drew 
on the wall.
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It was then Riley realized, she must be  
out of her magical range†!

“Oh no, what will I do?!” cried Riley.
“Maybe my glucose levels are too low? 

I must be out of my magical range!
My spells are out of control!”
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Suddenly, Riley’s mom came into her magical 
fortress. Luckily, she had an alarm‡ that told 
her when Riley’s glucose numbers were too 
high or too low.

She already knew that 
something was wrong.
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To be sure, she scanned the magical circle sensor on 
the back of Riley’s upper arm and checked her glucose 

level which was, unsurprisingly, too low. 

So she said, “Have this snack and  
everything will be all right.”
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Riley took a bite of the apple. The 
crayons started drawing clearly  
and finally fell back to the table. 

The guitar strummed in harmony 
before finally coming to a stop. 
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Suzy got off the table and the other guests
stopped breaking cups, finally sitting back in their chairs. 

The spoons fell to the floor with a CLINK.
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For the rest of the day, Riley 
painted pictures with her wand 

with a “Brushidy-Bee.”

She performed aerial tricks on 
her broom with a “Dippity-Wee.”
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And she had another tea party,  
with a “Sippity-See.”
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And none of her magic was naughty again… 
at least for that day!
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THE END 



† The FreeStyle Libre 2 reader’s default range is 70-180 mg/dL. Consult with a healthcare professional on individual 
target glucose range.
‡ Notifications will only be received when alarms are turned on and the sensor is within 20 feet unobstructed of 
the reading device. You must enable the appropriate settings on your smartphone to receive alarms and alerts, see 
the FreeStyle Libre 2 User’s Manual for more information.
FreeStyle Libre 2 system is indicated for use in people with diabetes age 4 and older.

The FreeStyle Libre 2 app is only compatible with certain mobile devices and operating systems. Please check our 
website for more information about device compatibility before using the app. Use of the FreeStyle Libre 2 app 
requires registration with LibreView.

Medicare coverage is available for the FreeStyle Libre 2 system if the FreeStyle Libre 2 reader is used to review 
glucose data on some days every month. Medicare and other third party payor criteria apply.  Abbott provides 
this information as a courtesy, it is subject to change and interpretation. The customer is ultimately responsible 
for determining the appropriate codes, coverage, and payment policies for individual patients. Abbott does not 
guarantee third party coverage or payment for our products or reimburse customers for claims that are denied by 
third party payors.

Important Safety Information
Failure to use FreeStyle Libre 2 system as instructed in labeling may result in missing a severe low or high 
glucose event and/or making a treatment decision, resulting in injury. If glucose alarms and readings do not 
match symptoms or expectations, use a fingerstick value from a blood glucose meter for treatment decisions. Seek 
medical attention when appropriate or contact Abbott at 855-632-8658 or https://www.freestyle.abbott/us-en/safety-
information.html for safety info.
The circular shape of the sensor housing, FreeStyle, Libre, and related brand marks are marks of Abbott.
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